superior from bottom to top
Bases—Made from 14-gauge steel for strength and durability. Leg columns and feet are
bonded by a brazing process that creates a seamless look with superb structural integrity.
Seven base colors match Herman Miller seating.
Fixed legs—Unitized construction of the column, feet, and 1⁄4-inch-thick attachment plate
ensures stability. Pedal and circle bases are also available.
Folding leg assemblies—Held securely in the locked position by spring force and a cam-lock.
The lock is designed to be quickly released by hand or foot, so a person can easily fold
the legs from a standing position. With its thin profile, the folding mechanism leaves plenty
of knee clearance and takes up less storage space.
Glides—Allow 1 1⁄2 inches of adjustment. They are threaded into an innovative riv-nut housing for added strength and resistance to bending.

L

CLT® Tables

Tops—Available in 8 shapes and 73 sizes. Tops can be standard or lightweight (30 percent
lighter) in any Herman Miller laminate. The choice of 10 edge styles includes laminate,
bullnose or squared vinyl, bullnose or beveled wood, and wood band.
Ganging plate—Automatically aligns surfaces and locks them together. The nonhanded,
quick-connect plate makes it easy to gang tables in any configuration.
Modesty panel—Optional 6 1⁄4-inch-high panel folds under the top, so it stays with the table
during transport and storage.
Power and data at the table top—Flip-up modules open work surface access to power
and data, especially important in training applications. The modules close flush with the
work surface, so the table can be folded and stored with the module in place. Grommets,
under-table troughs, and leg-attached wireways route cables. A metal divider within the
trough separates power and data. Each module contains a duplex outlet and two data ports.
Easy transport—A felt-padded table dolly moves and stores up to six tables of any size.

12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, CLT tables are durable for long-term performance and value. As a statement of our
confidence in their quality, CLT tables are covered by the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward promise that we
stand behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and includes labor on
all warranty work.

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.hermanmiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
© 2001 Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Michigan Printed in U.S.A. on recycled paper. O.MS2320-37
® Z and CLT are among the registered trademarks of Herman Miller, Inc.
™ Y is among the trademarks of Herman Miller, Inc.

bringing more to the table
To help a workplace run productively, CLT tables are designed specifically for
conferences, learning, and training, as well as team projects and collaboration.
CLT tables set up easily, store efficiently, and conveniently support technology.
These workhorses can be grouped, ganged, reconfigured, frequently moved, or
kept in one place. And the tables fit right in with Herman Miller systems,
furniture, and seating.
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thousands of possibilities
With more than 4,500 combinations of size,
shape, power and data access, and other
features possible, CLT tables can fit any space,
do any job, and meet any budget.
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